Abstract. The paper discusses a logical expert statements represented as the formulas with probabilities of the first order language consistent with some theory T. Theoretical-models methods for setting metrics on such statements are offered. Properties of metrics are investigated. The research allows solve problems of the best reconciliation of expert statements, constructions of decision functions in pattern recognition, creations the bases of knowledge and development of expert systems.
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Introduction

As the increasing interest to the analysis of the expert information given as probabilities logic statements of several experts is now shown, questions on knowledge of the experts submitted by formulas of the first order language with probabilities are interesting also. With the help of suitable procedure the statement of experts it is possible to write down as formulas of Sentence Logic or formulas of the first order language. Clearly, the various statements of experts (and the formulas appropriate to them) carry in themselves different quantity of the information. To estimate and analyses this information it is necessary to define the degree of affinity of statements that allows to estimate a measure of refutation statements of experts (a measure of refutation above at formula of the first order language with smaller number of elements satisfying it) and to specify their probabilities (an average share probabilities realizations for formulas with variables). It allows solve problems of the best reconciliation of expert statements, constructions of decision functions in pattern recognition, creation of bases of knowledge and expert systems [1].
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A number of natural metrics on probabilities knowledge of experts is offered with use of suitable class of models (with metrics) some theory and modifications symmetric difference, by analogue, par example [4] for logical Lbov’s the predcat for unique model. Properties of these metrics, connected to them measures of refutation of formulas (distance from the formula up to class of equivalence of identically true formula) and probability are established. From the point of view of importance of the information presented by an expert, it is natural to assume that a measure of refutation of the formula (nonempty predicate) the above, than it is les measure of elements satisfying it (i.e. a measure determined on subsets, set by predicate formulas).

We introduce the measure of refutation similarly to a case of formulas without probabilities. We call

\[ R(\bar{P}(\bar{x})) = \rho_{wep}(\bar{P}(\bar{x}), 1) \]

the measure of refutation of formula \( \bar{P}(\bar{x}) \), where 1 is an identical true predicate, that is, \( \bar{x} = \bar{X} \). All stated for predicates (and Lbov’s predicate aussi without probability) fairly and for formulas of the first order language with probabilities.

The distance between the formulas of Sentence Logic is entered in [1], properties of the entered distance are given and proved in the same place. Ways of introduction of distance between the formulas of the first order language are offered in [2]. Measures of refutation and probabilities of formulas are entered and their properties are formulated in [3]. The distance between the formulas of Sentence Logic with probabilities is entered in [3,5]. In the given work the way of introduction of distances between probabilities statements of experts represented as the formulas of the first order language theory \( T \) with probabilities is offered.

**Distance between statements of experts represented as the formulas of the first order language with probabilities in theory**

Let experts speak about probabilities of predicates on the product \( \prod_{j=1}^{p} D_{s_j} \).

Then the given by expert probability is interpreted as follows: "the knowledge" \( B'_i =< P'_i(x_1, \ldots, X_p), p'_i > \) means, that the predicate \( P'_i(x_1, \ldots, X_p) \) is true on \( n_{p'_i} = \left[ n \cdot p'_i \right] \) trains of length \( p \) in model \( M_i \), where \( n = \prod_{j=1}^{k} |D_{s_j}| \) - measure of model.

Let’s find distance between predicates \( P'_i \) and \( P'_j \). For this purpose all over again we shall calculate distance \( \rho^i(B'_i; B'_j) \) between probabilities interpretations \( B'_i =< P'_i(\bar{x}), p'_i > \) and \( B'_j =< P'_j(\bar{x}), p'_j > \) of predicates \( P'_i \) and \( P'_j \) in each model \( M_j \). Distances are calculated between predicates of identical district and from the same variables plus measure protiaga (разброса в пространстве модели) p.e. [4], and without stable theory.

Then interpreting the probabilities given by experts the described above way we receive that the predicate \( P'_i(\bar{x}) \) is true on \( n_{p'_i} \) trains in model \( M_i \) and the predicate \( P'_j(\bar{x}) \) is true on \( n_{p'_j} \) trains in model \( M_j \) theory \( T \). We shall note that is not known on what trains each predicate true and number ( or mera) of trains on which these predicates are simultaneously true.

We shall consider the following task. Let the predicate \( P'_i(\bar{x}) \) is true on \( n_{p'_i} \) trains in model \( M_i \) and the predicate \( P'_j(\bar{x}) \) is true on \( n_{p'_j} \) trains in model \( M_j \) and \( k' \) - number of trains on which these predicates are simultaneously true. It is required to calculate distance between \( B'_i =< P'_i(\bar{x}), p'_i > \) and \( B'_j =< P'_j(\bar{x}), p'_j > \). Distances arising in further we shall designate through \( \rho_k^t(B'_i; B'_j) \), where, \( k' = t, t+1, \ldots, \min(n_{p'_i}, n_{p'_j}) \), \( t = \max(0, n_{p'_i} + n_{p'_j} - n) \) hereinafter.
Distance $\rho_k(B'_i, B'_j)$ we shall define as a modifies (as ask above) symmetric difference, i.e.

$$\rho_k(B'_i, B'_j) = \frac{1}{n}(n_{p'_i} + n_{p'_j} - 2k'),$$

(1)

for every one $k' = t, t+1, \ldots, \min(n_{p'_i}, n_{p'_j})$. All properties of distances formulated in [1] are fair for $\rho_k(B'_i, B'_j)$. Let's offer some ways of calculation distance $\rho'(B'_i, B'_j)$ between probabilities interpretations $B'_i =< P'_i(\overline{x}), p'_i >$ and $B'_j =< P'_j(\overline{x}), p'_j >$ of predicates $P_i$ and $P_j$ in each model $M_i$, theory $T$. If the number $k'$ is not known (the number of trains on which these predicates are simultaneously true in model $M_i$) and if there are no preferences for value $k'$ (preference can be stated by experts) it is possible to act as follows. We shall assume, that all values for number $k'$ are equally probability. Then distance between probabilities interpretations $B'_i =< P'_i(\overline{x}), p'_i >$ and $B'_j =< P'_j(\overline{x}), p'_j >$ of predicates $P_i$ and $P_j$ in model $M_i$ we shall define as average of distances $\rho_k(B'_i, B'_j)$ on all values $k'$, i.e.

$$\rho(B'_i, B'_j) = \frac{1}{\min(n_{p'_i}, n_{p'_j})+1-t} \sum_{k'=t}^{\min(n_{p'_i}, n_{p'_j})} \rho_k(B'_i, B'_j).$$

(2)

For this distance all properties of distances formulated in [1] also are executed.

If by experts it is stated what value for $k'$ is more preferable in quality $\rho'(B'_i, B'_j)$ it undertakes $\rho_k(B'_i, B'_j)$, i.e.

$$\rho(B'_i, B'_j) = \rho_k(B'_i, B'_j).$$

(3)

In the offered formulas (1) – (3) of distances the kind of formulas between which the distance is calculated is not taken into account. Therefore it is natural to offer distance by which takes into account a kind of formulas. Applying the model approach [1-3] to elements of set $\{M_i\}_{i=1}^s$ we shall find probabilities $P_{M_i}(P'_i), P_{M_i}(P'_j)$ ([3]) and distance $\rho_{M_i}(P'_i, P'_j)$ in model $M_i$ ([2]), then we shall calculate probability $P_{M_i}(P'_i \land P'_j) = \frac{1}{2}(P_{M_i}(P'_i) + P_{M_i}(P'_j) - \rho(P'_i, P'_j))$  \hspace{1cm} (3 \hspace{1cm}) \hspace{1cm} and we shall find $k'_0 = [P_{M_i}(P'_i \land P'_j) \cdot n]$ - the number of trains on which predicates are simultaneously true. Having $k'_0$ (calculated on models), it is possible to reduce number of possible values for $k'$. Three cases here are possible:

1) if $t < k'_0 < \min(n_{p'_i}, n_{p'_j})$, then $k' = k'_0 - 1, k'_0, k'_0 + 1$; 2) if $k'_0 = t$ or $k'_0 = \min(n_{p'_i}, n_{p'_j})$, then, for example, $k' = k'_0, k'_0 + 1$; or $k' = k'_0 - 1, k'_0$; 3) if $k'_0 > \min(n_{p'_i}, n_{p'_j}$, then $k' = t$ or $k' = \min(n_{p'_i}, n_{p'_j})$.

And already to these values for $k'$ apples offered above formulas (1) - (3) of distances. As required probably some expansion of number of values for $k'$.

The offered ways it is possible to calculate distance between the following statements: $B'_i =< P'_i(\overline{x}), p'_i >$ - the information received from one expert, and $B'_j =< P'_j(\overline{x}), p'_j >$ - the information received from other expert. Thus we have calculated distance $\rho'(B'_i, B'_j)$ between probabilities interpretations $B'_i =< P'_i(\overline{x}), p'_i >$ and $B'_j =< P'_j(\overline{x}), p'_j >$ of predicates $P_i$ and $P_j$ and degree elongate in each model $M_i$, theory $T$.\hspace{1cm}
Then as distance \( \rho_{wp}(P_i, P_j) \) between predicates \( P_i \) and \( P_j \) we shall take size

\[
\rho_{wp}(P_i, P_j) = \frac{1}{s} \sum_{i=1}^{s} \rho'(B_j^i, B_j^i).
\]

For all properties of distance formulated in ([5]) are carried out for \( \rho_{wp}(P_i, P_j) \).
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Abstract: The paper is devoted to the matter of information presented in a natural language search. The method using the statements agreement process is added to the known existing system. It allows the formation of an ordered list of answers to the inquiry in the form of quotations from the documents.
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Introduction

Efficiency of the search engine is determined by the use of various methods of relevant documents revealing and insignificant ones eliminating, as well as methods peculiar to the specific search engine or their certain kind (for example, specialized search engines). Existing search engines are based on the oversight of index databases of
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